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Abstract (en)
[origin: US4702017A] Dryer for drying washed glass plates as they travel in a housing having an entrance slot and an exit slot and contains a
conveyor having bottom members and backing elements defining a plane of travel for the glass plates. Elongate front and rear blast nozzles are
provided and which are respectively disposed on both sides of the plane of travel and are upwardly inclined opposite to the direction of travel and
have air exit slots which face the plane of travel and extend upwardly from a level which is close to the level of the bottom edge supporting conveyor.
Respective shields are provided between the blast nozzles and the adjacent walls of the housing. The housing has an exhaust air outlet. In one
embodiment, the top end of each blast nozzle is spaced from the entrance end wall of the dryer and the exhaust air opening is formed in the top
wall of the housing between the upper ends of the blast nozzles and the entrance end wall of the dryer. In another embodiment, each shield extends
between one of the blast nozzles and the adjacent side wall of the housing and is contiguous to said adjacent side wall up to a predetermined level
along a line which is approximately parallel to the blast nozzle and above said level is contiguous to said side wall along a steeper line, and the
exhaust air outlet is formed in the top wall of the housing at the top end of a duct which is defined by the shields and the entrance end wall of the
dryer.
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